The *Volksgemeinschaft* and Nazi Society: Women and the Family

**Learning Objectives**

To be able to evaluate how successfully the Nazis implemented policies towards women and the family.

**Success Criteria**

1. (Ao1a) To be able to describe different methods the Nazis used to create the perfect German society regarding women and families.
2. (Ao1b) To evaluate the level of success the Nazis had in their policies towards women and the family.

**The Task**

You need to complete some flipped learning on women and the family. This will involve you completing your own research. You will need to look for your own information, but there are also some other resources available to you.

**The resources available for this section:**

- *Access to History, Germany Democracy and Dictatorships* (pages 210-212)
- Ana’s flowboard, which will lead to various other links: [http://flowboard.com/s/6rf](http://flowboard.com/s/6rf) (which can also be found on Twitter).
- You could also use the section on women in the SHP book “Weimar and Nazi Germany”.

**What do need to find out?**

1. What the Nazi policies were towards women, childbirth, and marriage? (including women’s organisations).
2. What did they intend to achieve by those policies?
3. Any problems/ contradictions with those policies?
4. How successfully they implemented these policies?

You can present your notes in whatever way you like—mind map, detailed poster, written notes...